Minimize response times.
Maximize situational awareness.
Create safer communities.
Day in, day out, lives are being saved around the world by first responders using NowForce.

Whether you’re looking to reduce response times, create a safer environment for the people you protect, or optimize incident management, NowForce’s suite of emergency response and safety solutions will help your organization improve outcomes.

Available in both end-to-end and modular packages, NowForce solutions seamlessly integrate with a wide variety of existing CAD, C4I, CRM, RMS or other dispatch systems. Running on users’ existing phones, NowForce enables public safety and security organizations to:

- Dispatch the optimal responder – based on proximity, availability and experience – to the scene.
- Improve situational awareness: complete visibility of responders’ whereabouts, the location of life-saving equipment and apparatus, geographical information, traffic data and weather conditions.
- Keep first responders connected via their smartphones – even when off-duty or away from their vehicles – while fully respecting their privacy.
- Sync all users in the emergency network via cell phones and other devices.
- Automate routine tasks so the response team can focus on critical issues.
- Provide a direct lifeline to the control center for the people you protect – personnel, students, VIPs, or other private security customers – ensuring an immediate response to any emergency.

Affordable for agencies of any size, NowForce is accessible via the secured cloud or as an on-site installation, and can be configured to each organization’s specific protocols and priorities.

**Web-Based Dispatcher** (or your dispatch system)
- Complete incident management solution with automatic or manual dispatching

**Mobile Reporter/SOS**
- One-click, instant alerts of crimes, emergencies, hazards & distress situations

**Mobile Responder**
- Extensive response platform with incident notification & acceptance, navigation, statusing, queries & more
Key Benefits

NowForce offers a variety of optimized packages, based on its core responding, dispatching, and reporting components. Visit our Product Selector to determine which package is best for your organization.

NowForce Mobile Reporter™
Alert your command center to emergencies.

A mobile app that provides a direct lifeline to the relevant control center for students on campuses, residents of gated communities, personnel at-risk, private security customers and other individuals.

- Instant distress signals
- Report problems and requests for assistance
- Constant visual and audio connections with the caller
- Real-time views of crimes, hazardous and other security situations
- Track personnel or assets in the field
- Enhance safeguards for specific areas

NowForce Dispatcher™
Become a better response agency. Improve ETAs.

Locate and notify nearby response resources, dispatch immediate assistance, and oversee operations from start to finish, all from a simple web browser.

- Improve situational awareness
- Keep in contact with first responders wherever they are
- Expand & enhance communications by syncing all users
- Optimize incident management
- Dispatch closest available responders automatically or manually
- Built-in business intelligence for post-incident analyses

NowForce Mobile Responder™
Turn your first responders into immediate responders.

A mobile app that keeps first responders connected to their agencies - even when off-duty or away from their vehicles - while fully respecting their privacy.

- Minimize response times with one-click incident acceptance & navigation
- Transform responders’ cell phones into Mobile Data Terminals
- Maintain responders’ privacy while off-duty while remaining available for emergencies
- Relay critical information and images from the scene
- Signal immediate alert at command center when in danger
As a volunteer department that covers a large geographic area, we needed a solution to help us locate our first responders while protecting their privacy. Having a system that anonymously collects location information and then gives us the ability to connect with our responders both increases our situational awareness and more importantly, helps us get people on scene as quickly as possible.

Fire Chief Scott Olsen
Boone County (MO) Fire Protection District

Whenever a call comes in, the closest five volunteers get the call. Since our inception, hundreds of thousands of victims owe their lives to the immediate, effective response of our medics. We could only achieve this with NowForce. We’re using this all over the country to reduce response times, to an average of 2-3 minutes.

Eli Beer
President, United Hatzalah

At the AT&T National Golf tournament, when someone calling in an incident would describe nearby landmarks, even if these were temporary structures, we were able correlate the event location and nearby emergency teams using the NowForce system. If we lost communication with one of our teams, NowForce was able to tell us their last known location.

Division Chief Scott Goldstein, Special Operations
Montgomery County (MD) Fire & Rescue Service

The need for a mobile command and control system that is able to perform as an emergency dispatch is crucial for the effective control of the security forces and emergency event management. Such systems are used by police forces worldwide and were not, until now, available in Nigeria. Using this system, the security and emergency forces in Rivers State have dramatically shortened their response times to events.

David Meyers
CEO of MPD Systems

About NowForce

NowForce offers comprehensive mobile solutions for emergency response and security organizations, enabling reduced response times, full situational awareness, and enhanced communications.

NowForce mobile solutions keep first responders connected, even when off-duty or away from their vehicles. Affordable for agencies of any size, NowForce is accessible via the secured cloud or as an on-site installation, and can be configured to each organization’s specific protocols and priorities.

NowForce solutions are available in both end-to-end and modular packages, and can seamlessly integrate with a wide variety of existing CAD, C4I, CRM or other dispatch systems.

www.nowforce.com
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